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David Toop's extraordinary work of sonic history travels from the rainforests of Ebook Topsas to
the megalopolis of Tokyo via the work of artists as diverse as Brian Eno, Sun Ra, Erik Satie,
Kate Bush, Kraftwerk and Brian Wilson.Beginning in 1889 at the Paris exposition when
Debussy first heard Javanese music performed, Ocean of Sound channels the competing
instincts of 20th century music into an exhilarating, path-breaking account of ambient sound.'A
meditation on the development of modern music, there's no single term that is adequate to
describe what Toop has accomplished here ... mixing interviews, criticism, history, and
memory, Toop moves seamlessly between sounds, styles, genres, and eras' Pitchfork's '60
Favourite Music Books'



DAVID TOOP is a musician, writer and sound curator based in London. The author of seven
books on music, sound and listening, he is currently Professor of Audio Culture and
Improvisation at London College of Communication.Praise for Ocean of Sound“As styles of
music multiply and divide at an accelerating pace, Ocean of Sound challenges the way we
hear, and more importantly, how we interpret what we hear around us.” Daily Telegraph“Ocean
of Sound shatters consensual reality with a cumulative force that’s both frightening and
compelling. Buy it, read it and let it remix your head.” i-D“Its parallels aren’t music books at all,
but rather Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, Michel Leiris’s Afrique Phantôme, William Gibson’s
Neuromancer … David Toop is our Calvino and our Leiris, our Gibson. Ocean of Sound is as
alien as the twentieth century, as utterly Now as the twenty-first. An essential mix.” The
Wire“An extraordinary and revelatory book, Ocean of Sound reads like an alternative history of
twentieth-century music, tracking the passage of organised sound into strange and new
environments of vapour and abstraction.” Tony Herrington“At the end of the millennium, we can
see two trends in music, one proactive, the other reactive … Toop’s Ocean of Sound brilliantly
elaborates both these processes, like sonic fact for our sci-fi present, a Martian Chronicle from
this Planet Earth.” The Face“This Encyclopaedia of Heavenly Music is an heroic endeavour
brought off with elegance and charm. The play of ideas is downright musical and, vitally, the
author writes like a mad enthusiast rather than a snob.” NME“Always the rigorous pluralist,
[Toop] sees no reason not to expect wisdoms from rival cultures, tribal or club, nor emptiness
or stupidity either. His sense of the absurd, of potential darkness and madness, is a bullshit
detector never turned off.” New Statesman & SocietyALSO BY DAVID TOOP AND
PUBLISHED BY SERPENT’S TAILExotica: Fabricated Soundscapes in a Real World Rap
Attack #3Ocean of SoundAmbient sound and radical listening in the age of
communicationDAVID TOOPThis edition published in 2018First published in 1995 by Serpent’s
Tailan imprint of Profile Books Ltd3 Holford YardBevin WayLondonWC1X 9HDCopyright ©
David Toop, 1995Foreword copyright © Michel Faber, 2018The moral right of the author has
been asserted.All rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under copyright reserved above,
no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored or introduced into a retrieval system, or
transmitted, in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise), without the prior written permission of both the copyright owner and the publisher
of this book.A CIP catalogue record for this book is available from the British Library.for Leslie
John Toop (1913–95)and forKimberley (1959–95)… in a green sunny place …contentsauthor’s
note to the new editionforeword by michel faberprologue: fragments and mantras1. memory2. if
you find earth boring …3. scanning: aether talk4. burial rites5. content in a void6. altered states
i: landscape7. altered states ii: fourth world8. altered states iii: crystal world9. altered states iv:
machine10. altered states v: lucid dreaming11. altered states vi: nature12. theatre of sound13.
ocean of soundbibliographydiscographyindexauthor’s note to the new editionOcean of Sound
was a case of finding the propitious moment and the right vessel for ideas that I had been
developing since the late 1960s. I think of it now as a Trojan Horse, early-90s ambient music
serving as a device to disguise a far more expansive narrative about twentieth-century
experimental music of all persuasions. In truth, it was far less calculating than that. The book
was written feverishly over a period of three or four months during a time of difficult personal
circumstances. Perhaps this was one reason – a strange one – why it feels relatively optimistic.
I was inspired by all the innovative new music emerging in the early 1990s, when previously
tight divisions between genres seemed to be breaking down. There was a palpable feeling of



social and cultural experiment in the air that connected right back to the late nineteenth
century, allowing me to make connections between contemporary electronic tracks, the
ambient scene and all their avant-garde antecedents. This showed me a way back into my own
music making after years of working almost full time as a music critic but I also used it to
counterbalance the problems of my own life.Immediately after I delivered the manuscript these
problems became dramatically worse and so I found myself in the curious position of struggling
for emotional survival at exactly the moment when all my ideas of the past twenty-five years
came to fruition. The book was surprisingly well received and even now I meet many people
who tell me it changed their lives. This is gratifying, of course, but being hypercritical of my own
work and something of a sceptic it makes me inclined to go back to the book to find out what’s
wrong with it. One aspect that strikes me is the utopian view of what were then, in 1995, very
new developments: the emergence of the internet and all its implications for globalisation,
communications and the spread of culture. It was obvious that the effect on music production
and distribution would be traumatic but with hindsight my failure to foresee a much darker
future for the web – dominated by corporate interests and overrun with hate speech, extreme
pornography and trivia, along with its decimation of existing media – was a serious error.The
title itself – Ocean of Sound – was also criticised for a certain New Age tinge. I feel less
bothered by this. My original title was “Aether Talk” (also a reference to the rise of the World
Wide Web) but as Serpent’s Tail founder Pete Ayrton pointed out, people might not be able to
spell it, let alone understand what I meant by it. I came to my senses and thought up a title that
was more likely to get the book into bookshops. The question in my mind is this: was the ocean
of sound an adequate metaphor to encapsulate my conception of music? What interests me is
the web of relations, those labyrinthine connections that link the most unlikely subjects,
regardless of genre, era, geography, social class, race, language, age, sexual preference and
all the other cultural and demographic factors used to divide music (often for commercial
reasons) into neat categories.Maybe plant and animal ecologies are a better way of expressing
this, I don’t know, but oceanic associations of wave forms, fluidity, transparency, depth and
vastness allowed me to write about music in a different way. What I do know is that from
childhood I was attracted to music, sound and acts of listening for their intrinsic qualities, rather
than because they affirmed an identity or addressed themselves to a particular demographic.
In the early 1980s I co-edited a magazine called Collusion. Our policy was to cover any music
that interested us, regardless of whether it was hip, new or “relevant”. A few years later I was
writing a monthly music column for The Face magazine, acutely aware that I could use my
thousand words to play with and even undermine the magazine’s fascination for fashion tribes
and their musical tastes. Ocean of Sound built on these foundations but it took me a long time
– until my mid-forties – to find a form that articulated this free-ranging approach over the length
of a book. The writing of Ocean of Sound was inspired by the cut-and-paste possibilities of
computer word processing, by speculations on hypertext and hyperlinks and by the
experimental writers who had influenced me in my teens. In struggling to find this form I
realised that I could dispense with linearity, instead building a story from short blocks of text
that connected with bigger themes. It was a kind of free improvisation, a music I had been
involved in since the 1960s, but it also mirrored the computer-programmed music I was making
at the time and the hip-hop sampling I had written about in Rap Attack ten years earlier.Over
time it seems this way of thinking about music became almost the norm because of the
accidental effects of technological development. Playlisting on digital devices helped to break
down existing divisions between musical genres, illegal file sharing circumvented record
company strategies and the rise of video sharing websites like YouTube encouraged a near-



random link-and-click approach to musical discovery. Simon Reynolds wrote a very flattering
essay entitled “We Are All David Toop Now”, a title he claims came to him in a flash, as a fully
formed sentence. “Unpacked, what that slogan says,” he wrote, “is that any kid with a
broadband connection can access the sort of dizzying diversity of listening experience that
took Toop a lifetime of obsessive dedication to accumulate.”Reynolds’ essay came with caveats
about “checklist tourism” and “frenetic overload”, which I share. Speaking personally, I recall
the music of the mid-1990s being exciting as a kind of science fiction, anticipating a situation
that was almost upon us even though its full (and often dispiriting) implications remained just
out of sight. Is that true of now? Hard to say; the beauty of writing Ocean of Sound when I did
was that futurology could be central to a critical stance. Now, not so much, if only because we
have become wary of unpredictable futures and the instability they create when they fully
arrive. But looking back twenty-three years to what I wrote in a very different time I feel proud
of the book, not particularly because of the writing but because I succeeded in doing
something I always assumed was impossible – to bring together all my avant-garde, arcane
knowledge, ideas and theories into one volume – and communicate them to a reasonably
broad audience. I may never repeat that trick, but within my particular areas of expertise, once
is maybe enough.David ToopLondon, 2018forewordI write this foreword at a time when I’m
working on my own book about music. Inevitably, I’m thinking about what makes such projects
useful or useless. Ocean of Sound is useful.Growing up, I read voraciously, but felt that almost
all books about music were aimed at a coterie of readers who already knew or agreed with
pretty much everything they would find within. Biographies of The Beatles or The Doors were
like catechisms, allowing worshippers to fondle the rosary beads of the sacred myths, while
more serious tomes like The Companion to 20th-Century Music functioned as displays of self-
congratulatory taste, insinuating that the reader should emulate the immaculate record
collection of the author. David Toop’s Ocean of Sound was one of the few music books I
encountered that had a more generous and open-minded agenda. Toop loved listening and
wanted to help other people listen with a similar joy of exploration, whether they explored the
places he’d been himself or other places unknown to him. Immensely knowledgeable, he
nevertheless came across as humbly mindful of how little any one of us can know of the infinite
world of beautiful noise.Good writers are not necessarily good critics but Toop is both. Reading
Ocean of Sound provides some of the same aesthetic pleasures – amused dislocation, a
glimpse of uncanny wonder, a sense of being on an exotic journey – as we get from the music
he celebrates. His sonic landscape is the “alternately disorientating and inspiring openness
through which all that is solid melts into aether”. In this terrain, dub pioneer Lee Perry emits
“reptilian sibilations” and jazz misfit Sun Ra is “dressed in robes and a hat which can best be
described as inspired extra-terrestrial Oxfam chic”. Deliciously, he observes that on Ronettes
records, “teenage life crises were amplified by Phil Spector’s production to the scale of a major
meteorological disturbance”.Ocean of Sound is a wide-ranging and dilatory enterprise, as
befits music that can be (literally) far-fetched. Some readers may feel that the long section near
the end, where Toop details his arduous journey through the Ebook Tops rainforests, is too
digressive, a sideways drift into Apocalypse Now derangement. But for me, it’s actually the
heart of the book, where Toop is challenged most boldly to reconcile “native” music’s visceral,
intensely territorial focus with the disembodied contextlessness of Ambient. It’s an unsquarable
circle: the grizzled, haunted shamans with their scars, their frenzied dances, their drooling
saliva, versus our cool white dudes artificially “tinting” the environment with pleasingly abstract
sounds to help frazzled consumers screen out unwanted noise. Toop’s aesthetic restlessness
makes him the ideal candidate for attempting such impossible reconciliations: deeply as he



appreciates what he’s hearing at any given moment, he’s equally aware of his yearning for
something else, maybe even its opposite. A very twenty-first-century sage.Crucial to Toop’s
perspective is that he has travelled, and not just in his armchair. His feel for geographical place
informs not just his love of “exotic” sounds from the Fourth World, but also his perceptions of
music closer to home: what other critic would identify disco king Giorgio Moroder as “from the
south Tyrol, crucially placed in the centre of German, Italian and Swiss culture”? Moroder thus
becomes less a media superstar and more a form of wildlife that can be found only in one
Alpine forest.Written at the dawn of the internet and a decade before YouTube and Facebook,
Ocean of Sound frequently seems prophetic, such as when Toop imagines the digital world of
the future not as cyberpunk but “as a high-tech campfire, people plugging in to remind
themselves of life as it was when they were plugged out, twisting their isolation into something
resembling community”. Again, in 1995, he muses: “Music in the future will almost certainly
hybridise hybrids to such an extent that the idea of a traceable source will become an
anachronism.”But, as with many commentators who seem prescient, his gift is not so much for
prophesy as for thinking deeply about the significance of phenomena which are already
happening but ignored by pundits preoccupied with yesterday’s issues. Noting that hard labour
seems to be disappearing from the Western world, he adds the disclaimer: “except for a vague
awareness of distant deadening toil taking place in factories dedicated to new technology
manufacture” – an aside which applies as much to iPhones as to whatever Toop had in mind in
the mid-90s.Most people who listen to music extremely attentively end up becoming
philosophers, or maybe it’s their philosophical bent that makes them listen so attentively in the
first place. Either way, Toop is a philosopher of the most searching kind. On one level, Ocean of
Sound is his counsel to himself, to turn off his mind, relax and float downstream. But then,
noting how ambient music hankers for meaningful rituals, he argues that this attempt to impose
metaphysical structure on an apparently structureless space is “surely a response to the
contemporary sense that life can drift towards death without direction or purpose”. In other
words, he’s well aware that while the music he loves can sometimes seem to be the solution to
life’s big questions, it can sometimes be the problem too.I wonder if the ambivalent melancholy
that hangs over Ocean of Sound – the tension between wanting to float bodiless and
contextless beyond the egocentric specificities of one’s own life, but then wanting to touch base
with home turf and humanity – is partly due to the losses Toop suffered in the year he wrote
the book: the deaths of his father and wife. Dedicating Ocean of Sound to them, he appends
the phrase “… in a green and sunny place …”, as if wishing them into a realm that is
simultaneously a verdant earthly locale and a virtual Heaven. The fact that Toop himself lies
hallucinating in an Intensive Care ward at the beginning (and end) of the book is proof enough
that Ocean of Sound is aimed at readers who are ready to perceive sound as something
hugely more important than mere entertainment.In the decades since Toop wrote this visionary
exploration of dissolved boundaries, the continued dissolution of those boundaries has led to a
Biblical flood of sublime music and syrupy kitsch, bewilderingly intermingled. The information
ocean has become clogged with pollution, to the point where it can be difficult to spot any
beautiful fish swimming below the surface. Toop can still guide and inspire us as we gaze into
the depths.Michel Faberprologue: fragments and mantrasWhat follows is a collection of diverse
views, thoughts, experiences. They trace an expansiveness, an opening out of music during
the past one hundred years, examining some of the ways in which music has reflected the
world back to itself and to its listeners.This is not a book about categories of music – ambient,
electronic, environmental or any of those other separations which lay claim to the creation of
order and sense but actually serve business interests. What I have followed, starting with



Debussy in 1889, is an erosion of categories, a peeling open of systems to make space for
stimuli, new ideas, new influences, from a rapidly changing environment. Then, as now, this
environment included sounds of the world – previously unheard musics and ambient sounds of
all kinds, urban noise and bioacoustic signals – as well as experiments in presentation rituals,
technological innovations, unfamiliar tuning systems and structuring principles, improvisation
and chance.The sound object, represented most dramatically by the romantic symphonies of
the nineteenth century, has been fractured and remade into a shifting, open lattice on which
new ideas can hang, or through which they can pass and interweave. This is one metaphor.
Landscape is another – a conjured place through which the music moves and in which the
listener can wander.Musicians have always reflected their environments in ways which are
incorporated into the music’s structure and purpose. The unverifiable origins of music are
located by most musicologists either in bioacoustic and meteorological sounds or language.
After a subtle examination of origin theories, Anthony Storr makes the following conclusion in
his Music and the Mind: “It will never be possible to establish the origins of human music with
any certainty; however, it seems probable that music developed from the prosodic exchanges
between mother and infant which foster the bond between them.” So sounds which we would
describe as ambient, functional or mysteriously alien have laid the foundations of musical
creativity.But the day when Claude Debussy heard Javanese music performed at the Paris
Exposition of 1889 seems particularly symbolic. From that point – in my view the beginning of
the musical twentieth century – accelerating communications and cultural confrontations
became a focal point of musical expression. An ethereal culture, absorbed in perfume, light,
silence and ambient sound, developed in response to the intangibility of twentieth-century
communications. Sound was used to find meaning in changing circumstances, rather than
imposed as a familiar model on a barely recognisable world. Inevitably, some of this music has
remained in fragments; some has been moulded from fragments into mantras and other solid
structures.Much of the music I discuss could be characterised as drifting or simply existing in
stasis rather than developing in any dramatic fashion. Structure emerges slowly, minimally or
apparently not at all, encouraging states of reverie and receptivity in the listener that suggest
(on the good side of boredom) a very positive rootlessness. At the same time, a search for
meaningful rituals recurs again and again, surely a response to the contemporary sense that
life can drift towards death without direction or purpose. So this is a book about journeys, some
actual, some imaginary, some caught in the ambiguity between the two. Although the narrative
jumps, loses itself and digresses, my central image was signals transmitted across the aether.
This applies as much to the Javanese musicians and Debussy in the colonial era of the
nineteenth century as it applies to music in the digital age at the turn of the millennium. This
past hundred years of expansiveness in music, a predominantly fluid, non-verbal, non-linear
medium, has been preparing us for the electronic ocean of the next century. As the world has
moved towards becoming an information ocean, so music has become immersive. Listeners
float in that ocean; musicians have become virtual travellers, creators of sonic theatre,
transmitters of all the signals received across the aether.August 19951memorysound and
evocation; Muzak, ambience and aethereal culture; Brian Eno and perfume; Bali, Java,
DebussySitting quietly in never-never land, I am listening to summer fleas jump off my small
female cat on to the polished wood floor. Outside, starlings are squabbling in the fig tree and
from behind me I can hear swifts wheeling over rooftops. An ambulance siren, full panic mode,
passes from behind the left centre of my head to starboard front. Next door, the neighbours are
screaming – “… fuck you … I didn’t … get out that door …” – but I tune that out. The ambient
hum of night air and low frequency motor vehicle drone merges with insect hum called back



from the 1970s, a country garden somewhere, high summer in the afternoon. The snow has
settled. I can smell woodsmoke. Looking for fires I open the front door, peer out into the shining
dark and hear stillness. Not country stillness but urban shutdown. So tranquil.Truthfully, I am
lying in intensive care. Wired, plugged and electronically connected, I have glided from coma
into a sonic simulation of past, and passed, life. As befits an altered state, the memories have
been superimposed, stripped of context, conflated from seasons, times, eras, moments, even
fictions, into a concentrated essence of my existence in the sound-world.These sounds
reconnect me to a world from which I had disengaged. Sound places us in the real universe.
Looking ahead, I can see a plane enlivened by visually represented objects. I can touch within
a limited radius. I can smell a body, a glass of beer, burning dust. But sound comes from
everywhere, unbidden. My brain seeks it out, sorts it, makes me feel the immensity of the
universe even when I have no wish to look or absorb.There are ear plugs, but then I just hear
the sound of my own shell.Not long born, still unable to control most of my own body, I stared
at colour shapes and gripped objects as they came near. Far away, a dog barked. Then there
were two worlds.Now I am very old, too old. A stone-deaf baby. Who am I? These people
sitting around my bed; who are they? One of them holds my hand. I press the button. Sound
pictures wash them away. I am listening to a song in a school classroom: “Oh soldier, soldier
…” Somebody is carrying a radio and an old pop song is playing: “See the pyramids …” I can
hear the metal phase echoes of footsteps moving along an alleyway, wind in drainpipes, a tied-
up dog howling. Enfolded in the stillness of Christmas Eve, church bells, police sirens and
domestic rows. Sea sucked back over stones through the narrow rock corridor at Clodgy Point,
Cornwall. A cave down on the beach; inside, I sound the echo with a bone trumpet, water
dripping in a steady tattoo. Fences rattling in the wind on Dartmoor. Walking after midnight
down the long tunnel of an underground station. A man walks alongside me, bright eyed with
chemical joy. Australian vowels. “Hear that? Sirens. The sound of London.” He looks down at
my feet as we stride quickly in parallel. “Squeaky boots.”A bee trapped in a chimney flue, its
buzzing amplified to room dimensions. The fizzing drone of a street light. A hotel room in Italy
and close by a man and a woman are screaming their way to orgasm. Somebody shouts in the
distance, drunk. Toads belch in the deep night and a motorbike whines by. I have a daughter;
she is singing “Daisy, Daisy …” Sounds that have remained mysteries for decades: walking by
a railway terminal on a Saturday morning and stopped dead by the eerie lament of a train
whistle choir. All those horns and whistles blowing at once. The air buckles. Did somebody die?
Paradise is so dull. I listen for a moment to the woomph of mortar fire in thick jungle, vultures
tearing strips from a corpse, car alarms, fire alarms, smoke detectors, house alarms and
cement mixers.And then the comfort note of air conditioning, the slow glide of electronic
curtains. My exit, probably. But I still hear the sound of fleas jumping off my small female cat on
to the polished wood floor.soundbitesAt a conference in Cairns, Australia, a scientist member
of the American Rock Art Research Association claimed that prehistoric cave-painting sites
were chosen by the artists for their reverberant acoustic character. Steven Waller speculated
that each painting site reveals a correspondence between the animals depicted on the walls
and the nature of any sound activating the echoes in that space. In caves such as Lascaux,
where large animals were painted, the echoes are overwhelmingly loud, whereas in sites
where felines adorn the walls, the decibel level of the reverberations is very low.– New
Scientist, 28 November 1992Seals straying from the North Sea into Lincolnshire’s River Glen
feast on freshwater fish stocks customarily assumed to be the natural prey of local roach
anglers. To drive the seal family back into the North Sea, the National Rivers Authority have
been playing recordings of killer-whale songs under the surface of the Glen. “We are playing



the music using hydrophones,” said a spokeswoman for the NRA.– The Times, 31 October
1994“The best thing that ever happened to background music was foreground music,” reported
Billboard in a special sixtieth anniversary advertising supplement devoted to Muzak®. “If you
go into a store and you think you’re hearing Muzak, it probably isn’t Muzak,” said Bruce
Funkhouser, Muzak programming and licencing VP. “There are still a couple of companies out
there doing that old-style 1,001-strings, ruin-your-favorite-song kind of thing, but we dropped all
that in ’87.” Since that momentous year, Muzak has switched 11 of its 12 music channels to so-
called foreground music (the original hit record by the original artist). The 12th is called the
Environmental Music channel. This features instrumental re-recordings of those hits. “A far cry
from the ‘oceans of beautiful music’ of the past,” Billboard continued, “the new channels are
hip, current and extensively researched.”– Billboard, 29 October 1994pre-echoesIn his dazzling
novel of Southern Californian subculture, The Crying of Lot 49 (first published in 1966),
Thomas Pynchon predicted the replacement of human musicians by digital processing.
Listening to muzak in a pizzeria, a character hears one violinist playing sharp. “They could
dispense with live musicians”, he suggests. “Put together all the right overtones at all the right
power levels so it’d come out like a violin.”Pynchon also foresaw a world in which people would
get drunk in electronic music clubs, Stockhausen records playing on the jukebox. “We’re the
only bar in the area, you know, has a strictly electronic music policy”, brags the barman of an
LA outskirts bar called The Scope. “Come on around Saturdays, starting midnight we have
your Sinewave Session, that’s a live get-together, fellas come in just to jam from all over the
state … We got a whole back room full of your audio oscillators, gunshot machines, contact
mikes, everything man.”In Vermilion Sands (published in 1971), J.G. Ballard celebrated leisure,
artifice, ennui and ambient drift in his portrayal of a desert resort. Among the lotus-eating
pleasures of Vermilion Sands are choro-florists selling singing plants and sonic sculptures
growing on the reefs. The latter are incorporated into commercially available singing statues.
The narrator, a sound sculptor, cheats one of his customers by augmenting a statue’s
interactive sensory mechanisms with a tape. Then he finds that the statue has assumed the
divinatory properties of a mirror or quartz globe for the rich buyer. “I went out one dusk to the
sand reefs where the sonic sculptures grow”, the sculptor says, emptied by the realisations that
followed the sale of his fake. “As I approached, they were creaking in the wind whenever the
thermal gradients cut through them. I walked up the long slopes, listening to them mewl and
whine, searching for one that would serve as the sonic core for a new statue.”With startling
awareness of the evolutionary links between player pianos and simulacra (of which more later),
Philip K. Dick’s We Can Build You (published in 1972) begins in Oregon, at the headquarters of
an imaginary musical-instrument manufacturer which is falling behind in the technological race.
Its competitors, Hammerstein and Waldteufel, make keyboard instruments which exploit brain-
mapping research and directly stimulate the hypothalamus. The book’s narrator, locked in
argument with his partner in the firm, is a sceptic. “Like most people,” he says, “I’ve dabbled at
the keys of a Hammerstein Mood Organ, and I enjoy it. But there’s nothing creative about it.
True, you can hit on new configurations of brain stimulation, and hence produce entirely new
emotions in your head which would never otherwise show up there. You might – theoretically –
even hit on the combination that will put you in the state of nirvana. Both the Hammerstein and
Waldteufel corporations have a big prize for that. But that’s not music. That’s escape. Who
wants it?”More than twenty years later, at the close of the twentieth century, a deafening
answer roars back: “We want it.”And at the end of the nineteenth century, a Parisian writer,
clerk and dabbler in magic named Joris-Karl Huysmans explored fin de siècle ideas of
vicarious (or virtual?) living and neurotic aestheticism through a character called Des



Esseintes. À Rebours (Against Nature, published in 1884) follows Des Esseintes through his
quintessentially Decadent immersion in scent and colour, cruelty and eroticism, Orientalism,
increasingly refined diets and strange pleasures. In one scene, he recreates a passage from
Gustave Flaubert’s The Temptation of Saint Anthony by setting up a tableau of two miniatures
– a sphinx and a chimera – in the darkened bedroom. Lying back in reverie, he listens as a
female ventriloquist intones a rehearsed dialogue, “like voices from another world”, between
the two carvings. “I seek new perfumes, larger blossoms, pleasures still untasted”, she chants,
and Des Esseintes imagines that Flaubert’s words are addressed directly to him, amplifying his
“craving to escape from the horrible realities of life”. The scene ends, by implication, with sex,
but the pleasure is not shared by the ventriloquist.After reading Charles Dickens, Des
Esseintes decides to travel to England. Preparing to take the boat, he prevaricates endlessly,
ricocheting between culinary and literary flavours in taverns, deciding finally that reality is a
disappointment when compared with art. His journey progresses no further than Paris. “After
all,” he reflects, “what was the good of moving, when a fellow could travel so magnificently
sitting in a chair?” So the couch potato, the sofa surfer, the virtual nomad, was born.Although
Des Esseintes absorbs more than he creates, he plays games with his environment. But the
intended subtlety of the games is overwhelmed by a heaviness of execution. Epitomising the
triumph of materialism over aether, a tortoise is gilded and encrusted with unusual gem stones
in order to set off a mobile counterpoint to the iridescent colours of an Oriental carpet.
Understandably, the overloaded animal roots itself to a secluded spot. Des Esseintes blends
musical correspondences with tiny drops of liqueur from a dispensing device he calls his mouth
organ, fantasising whole ensembles from the synaesthetic linkage of dry curaçao with
clarinets, anisette with flutes and gin with cornets. From long practice, he could recreate
complex musical compositions on his tongue.Another of his active skills, or obsessions, is the
manipulation of scents. “After all, he argued, it was no more abnormal to have an art that
consisted of picking out odorous fluids than it was to have other arts based on a selection of
sound waves …” So, in mounting excitement, he paints an epic canvas in his dressing room
with a bewildering sequence of exotic teas, delicate perfume sprays, sprinkled scents and
rubbed pellets of odiferous substances. The final effect of this orchestration is drastic. As he
airs the room, other smells crowd back in like a haunting of Medieval spirits. Overwrought and
oppressed by his own art, Des Esseintes finally faints across his windowsill.Against Nature
mixed observations, often satirical, of the artistic and social atmosphere of the period with
Huysmans’ own adventures in imaginal esoterica. On the one hand, there were performances
such as the total-art spectacle of Paul-Napoléon Roinard’s Cantique des Cantiques, staged by
Paul Fort at the Théâtre Moderne in 1891, in front of an audience which included Debussy and
the occult-poet Joseph Péladan. The poetry was augmented by music, colour projections and
perfume sprayed rather ineffectually from the theatre boxes and balcony. Fights broke out and
shots were fired near the ticket office. On the other hand, Huysmans was influenced by French
occultists such as the Abbé Boullan. At one point, he found himself caught up in a magical war.
Despite defending himself with miraculous hosts, he claimed that at bedtime he was being
beaten on the head by “fluidic blows”.Some of these esoteric pursuits mirror the desire for
“pleasures still untasted” characteristic of our own time. “There is talk of ‘the sophisticated life’”,
wrote Italian design historian Claudia Donà in a 1988 essay entitled “Invisible Design”, “of the
‘renaissance of subtlety’, of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ design, of ‘fluid’ objects whose new, ‘suggestive’
pleasures, associated with smells or sounds or lights, are supplanting the old values of
aesthetic form or utility. There is talk of the object of the future as something evanescent, light,
psychic; of immaterial objects akin to images or holograms. On the eve of the twenty-first



century, we are seeing an era focused on the heightening of sensation – a development
provoked by a more destructured use of language, but which will usher in a new
harmonics.”suggestive pleasuresFunctionalism and the ineffable meet in air. Unconscious
material is coaxed into the light with the same cunning employed by the shaman Ame-no-
Uzume-no-Mikoto (the Heavenly Alarming Female) when she danced, lewdly and loudly as
eighth-century Japanese myth relates, in order to trick the sun goddess out of her sulk in a
cave and bathe the world in light once more.Brian Eno, better known for his successful record
production of bands such as U2 than his art installations, created a work in Hamburg called
“The Future Will Be Like Perfume”. Exhibited in February 1993, the title was a clear indicator of
the ethereality of so much contemporary experience. Also, he released Neroli (Thinking Music
Part IV), an austere album even by Eno standards. This piece, originally recorded for
installations in 1988 and lasting to within a few minutes of one hour, was named after the
orange-blossom scent and related to its relaxing, uplifting, thought-clarifying properties. “I
never intended to release that piece originally”, he explains, “and I made it as a study. I found I
very often put it on when I was writing or sitting reading. I never really thought of it as music, in
particular. I thought it made a nice space to think in.” Paradoxically, Eno himself failed to
recognise the musical substance of Neroli until the piece was released on compact disc. A
contradiction arises.The previous year Brian had delivered a lecture and slide installation at
Sadler’s Wells Theatre, London, entitled “Perfume, Defence & David Bowie’s Wedding”. “A
coriander king”, the Guardian called him in its post-mortem of the event. Among the
observations made and descriptions given during the Perfume section of this lecture were the
following: “Orris butter, a complex derivative of the roots of Iris, is vaguely floral in small
amounts, but almost obscenely fleshy (like the smell beneath a breast or between buttocks) in
quantity, or Civet, from the anal gland of the civet cat, is intensely disagreeable as soon as it is
recognizable, but amazingly sexy in subliminal doses.”Anal scents: what was their relation to a
cultural shift?In 1975, Brian had begun to talk in press interviews about the prospect of
insinuating music into chosen environments as a sort of perfume or tint. Writing for a short-
lived paper called Street Life in November of that year, he touched briefly upon changing
listening behaviour: “I believe that we are moving towards a position of using music and
recorded sound with the variety of options that we presently use colour – we might simply use
it to ‘tint’ the environment, we might use it ‘diagramatically’, we might use it to modify our
moods in almost subliminal ways. I predict that the concept of ‘muzak’, once it sheds its
connotations of aural garbage, might enjoy a new (and very fruitful) lease of life.” By 1978, he
had shaped these ideas into a manifesto. “An ambience is defined as an atmosphere”, he
wrote for the sleevenotes of Music For Airports, “or a surrounding influence: a tint. My intention
is to produce original pieces ostensibly (but not exclusively) for particular times and situations
with a view to building up a small but versatile catalogue of environmental music suited to a
wide variety of moods and atmospheres.” But the idea was to highlight “acoustic and
atmospheric idiosyncracies”, rather than muffle them with Muzak®. “Ambient Music is intended
to induce calm and a space to think”, he concluded. “Ambient Music must be able to
accommodate many levels of listening attention without enforcing one in particular: it must be
as ignorable as it is interesting.”This last statement, in particular, was anathema to those who
believe that art should focus our emotions, our higher intelligence, by occupying the centre of
attention, lifting us above the mundane environment which burdens our souls. Yet what Eno
was doing, as often happens when somebody grasps the flavour of the moment, was
predicting a movement already in existence. The measurable, graspable narrative of self-
contained, highly composed, emotionally engaging sound objects had been shattered by



missiles flung from every point of the artistic and technological compass. His words were
important for projecting this trend towards open works into the realms of design (even social
design) and popular music. Once art became design or, better still, pop design, designer pop
(or any other permutation), then a radical idea could turn into a media event.In a sense
Thomas Pynchon, J.G. Ballard and Philip K. Dick predicted Brian Eno: Pynchon with his image
of electronic sound as ambient entertainment; Ballard with his scenes of Vermilion Sands’
cloud sculptors and sonic statue salesmen; Dick with his musical reverie technology. And, as
with any science-fiction author, at the heart of his speculations are a collection of present-day
realities. Background music is everywhere, most of it carefully selected to reflect the fine tribal
and class divisions of leisure pursuits: a hi-tech restaurant playing jazz recorded within a time-
slice of 1955–1965; a wood and posters bar playing so-called “roots” and “world” music; a pub
playing 1970s pop; an Indian restaurant playing Bollywood film songs; a slightly more
expensive Indian restaurant playing Enya, Sade, Kenny G, maybe even The Orb; a family
theme-park cafe playing standard tunes in pre-1987, 1001-strings Muzak style, and so on.
Cable television flickers on the edge of vision; loops of New Age music endlessly repeat their
soothing arpeggios in sealife parks to accompany the glides and backrolls of stingrays; the sub-
bass and bass drum of high-volume jungle tracks booming from a car bulldozers the air in a
mobile fifty-yard radius; music floats around in the aether of the Worldwide Web, waiting to be
downloaded, hoping to talk to somebody.The general lack of deep engagement with all this
stimulus is disarming, alarming or enthralling. It depends on your mood, your point of view,
your vested interest in products and solid values, or invisible, intangible, emergent, shifting
communications. “We are, in short,” Brian continued in his Perfume lecture, “increasingly un-
centred, un-moored, living day to day, engaged in an ongoing attempt to cobble together a
credible, or at least workable, set of values, ready to shed it and work out another when the
situation demands. I find myself enjoying this more, watching us all becoming dilettante
perfume blenders, poking inquisitive fingers through a great library of ingredients and seeing
which combinations make some sense for us – gathering experience – the possibility of
making better guesses – without demanding certainty.”What this book seeks to explore is the
path by which sound (and music, in particular) has come to express this alternately
disorientating and inspiring openness through which all that is solid melts into aether. People
talking of killer-whale communication sounds as music, or searching for long-absent animal
echoes in prehistoric cave-painting sites; recordings on which sheer noise, minimalism or non-
narrative drift is sold and used as a kind of pop music; clubs where the peripheral status of the
music, its extreme eclecticism, or its cut-up diffusion, is regarded as an environmental
enhancement; music chopped out and laminated on to thick layered slices of seemingly
incompatible sound events; music constructed from private telephone conversations stolen out
of the air (and “private” lives) by means of a hand-held scanner; music exploring the language
of physical sensation; music in which a blankness prevails, ambient dread or bliss, calm and
near-silence, extreme minimalism, or a spacious landscape, a tropic or frozen atmosphere in
which the listener can insert her or himself, occupy the foreground, wander the imaginary
space for hours at a time.In a 1989 essay entitled “Why Minimalism Now?”, Claire Polin
paralleled the emergence of the minimalist musical genre, particularly La Monte Young, Terry
Riley, Philip Glass and Steve Reich, with minimal American painting of the late 1950s and early
1960s exemplified by Mark Rothko’s huge slabs of muted colour and Ad Reinhardt’s black
canvases. She quotes Reinhardt’s outline of the new aesthetic: “… no texture, no drawing, no
light, no space, no movement, no object, no subject, no symbol, no form … no pleasure, no
pain.” She goes on to say: “Followers, like Olitsky, produced works of unnameable luminous



mixed colours that appeared to float in infinite space, or in a spaceless infinity, recalling
Pascal’s words: ‘the silence of infinite space fills me with terror’. One feels a weariness of the
human spirit, a desire to escape into an enfolding quietude from the pressures of a frenetic,
discordant world, a world which, according to Carl Andre, ‘contains too many objects, and now
requires some blankness, some tabula rasa’.”The trance of blankness can invade us in
supermarket aisles, waiting in queues, stuck in traffic, driving fast on a motorway, watching
television, working a dull job, talking on the telephone, eating in restaurants, even making love.
Jack Gladney, narrator of Don DeLillo’s White Noise, hears “an eerie static” emanating from
plastic food wrap in his freezer. The sound makes him think of dormant life, moving on the
edges of awareness. He searches for certainties, despite fearing them, in a sea of shifting,
irrelevant information. In the evenings he watches from the overpass as a drama of
spectacular, toxically provoked sunsets unfolds. “May the days be aimless”, he tells himself.
“Let the seasons drift.”Blankness – at best a stillness which suggests, rightly or wrongly,
political passivity; at worst, a numbness which confirms it – may be one aspect of losing the
anchor, circling around an empty centre or whatever the condition is. But openness, another
symptom of the condition, may be more significant. Musicians have always stolen, borrowed,
exchanged or imposed influences, but for the past one hundred years music has become
voracious in its openness – vampiric in one respect, colonial in its rabid exploitation, restless,
un-centred, but also asking to be informed and enriched by new input and the transfer of
gifts.overtones[H]yper-artificiality, through which design is enabled to approach more nearly to
the natural, is a condition at once super-technological and poetic, a condition of whose
potential we are still too little aware. Endowed with quasi-divine powers – speed, omniscience,
ubiquity – we have become Telematic Nomads, whose attributes approximate ever more
closely to those of the ancient gods of mythology.– Claudia Donà, “Invisible Design”Ubud, Bali.
A mist of fat raindrops. I shelter under a wooden platform in the tropical darkness, listening to a
rubbery lattice of frog voices warping in the rice fields. Some distance away, the lighting for a
gamelan performance glows in a magic arc. Wind flurries throw slivers of gong overtones and
buried drum beats across the water, whipping them in then out of earshot. Rain and humidity,
insects and frogs, darkness and quietude.I had seen Balinese and Javanese gamelan
performances before: in a tent at the first Womad Festival in Somerset and, rather more
formally, in two London concert halls. In 1977 I previewed a Sadler’s Wells Theatre season of
Gong Kebyar from Sebatu, central Bali, for Time Out magazine. My Venezuelan friend, Nestor,
accompanied me. We stopped for a drink after the show, as always, and the delay awarded us
the privilege of seeing a group of Balinese musicians and dancers gathered outside a hole-in-
the-wall Chinese takeaway on the Clerkenwell Road. Not a delicate rice offering in sight.During
his Balinese sojourn shortly before the Pacific war, the Canadian-American composer Colin
McPhee experienced ambivalent feelings on hearing the newly developing gamelan music
called kebyar. “Forever changing,” he wrote in his beautiful little book A House In Bali, “brilliant
and sombre by turn, the moody music seemed to express a new spiritual restlessness, an
impatience and lack of direction, for it was as unpredictable as the intermittent play of sunlight
from a clouded sky.”In his time, McPhee was a pioneer among musicians who had fallen, or
were to fall, under the spell of Indonesian music. Varying degrees of gamelan influence can be
detected in the work of John Cage, Harry Partch, Lou Harrison, Philip Corner, Olivier
Messiaen, Steve Reich, Gavin Bryars, Terry Riley, Peter Sculthorpe, Wendy Carlos, Don
Cherry, Jon Hassell and, in very recent times, Australian composer Paul Schütze and London
sampling band Loop Guru. A sound akin to Javanese and Balinese gamelan filtered through
dense layers of contemporary sources suffuses feature-film scores such as Ryuichi



Sakamoto’s Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence, Maurice Jarre’s The Year of Living Dangerously
and Shoji Yamashiro’s Akira. This last, a Carmina Burana for the electronic, post-linear, folk-
digital age, hypnotically counterpoints a relentless dark rush of Manga apocalypse imagery
with hyperactive percussion, electronics and “Balinese Tantra” (whatever that may be),
courtesy of Ida Bagus Sugata.The CD cover hypes the score as “music for the 21st century”.
Perhaps this is not as trivial as it sounds. Music in the future will almost certainly hybridise
hybrids to such an extent that the idea of a traceable source will become an anachronism. On
a 1993 Japanese recording of Detty Kurnia, the daughter of a Sundanese (west Java) gamelan
player, the entwinement of Javanese pop, traditional and neo-traditional styles, modern Asian
pop and Hong Kong atmospherics, Japanese studio technology and quasi hip-hop drum
programming can becalm the listener in an uncharted ocean. The experience is entrancing and
disturbing, like trying to follow a map that changes its boundaries before your eyes.Colin
McPhee was not the first aficionado of Southeast Asian music. Centuries before him were the
seafaring explorers, traders and colonial administrators from Holland, Portugal and England,
some of whom were affected positively by the music. Piloting The Golden Hind around the
world in 1580, Sir Francis Drake dropped anchor off the coast of south Java, where he heard
“country-musick, which though it were of a very strange kind, yet the sound was pleasant and
delightfull”. Thomas Stamford Raffles, lieutenant-governer of Java in 1811, returned from
Southeast Asia with two collections of gamelan instruments. In 1817 he wrote: “It is the
harmony and pleasing sound of all the instruments united, which gives the music of Java its
peculiar character among Asiatics.” To Raffles, some of what he heard bore “a strong
resemblance to the oldest music of Scotland”. Clearly, he sensed possibilities in this music that
in some respects extended the European traditions in which he grew up. “The airs”, he wrote,
“however simple and monotonous they may appear of themselves, when played on the
gámbang káyu, or accompanied by the other instruments, never tire on the ear, and it is not
unusual for the gamelan to play for many days and nights in succession”. This passing
comment illuminates a particular quality of Javanese gamelan and helps to explain, perhaps,
why the music of such a small Southeast Asian archipelago has so strongly influenced music
in the twentieth century. In 1937, Leonhard Huizinga expressed the nature of this quality more
poetically. “This music does not create a song for our ears”, he wrote. “It is a ‘state’, such as
moonlight poured over the fields.”Aside from the sound of the music – a fractal vibration of
harmonics which contains immeasurable variety – the transmission of the music introduced to
European culture the idea of performance as a kind of ambience. Colin McPhee vividly
described all-night events in Bali: he would fall asleep as fatigue overshadowed the spirited
cacophony of a barong dance, finally waking at dawn in time to watch the concluding
movement. The long rhythmic cycles and leisurely development within performances of
Indonesian music allowed listeners to vary their concentration; intense focus, even a literal
entrancement, could be alternated with peripheral listening, eating, drinking or, ultimately,
sleep. The ambient music of Brian Eno has some origins in these ideas, since he was
influenced by the music and ideas of the American minimalists. In their turn, they were
influenced by the musical events of India, Bali, Java, Morocco and many other parts of the
world, events which might run all night and allow for a less sharply focused style of listening.A
Balinese gamelan orchestra from Peliatan performed in Paris in 1931. “Early in 1940”, wrote
Klaus Wachsmann in a Royal Anthropological Institute lecture entitled “Spencer to Hood: a
changing view of non-European music”, “the [Amsterdam Tropen] Museum had made use of
Indonesian shore personnel, in the employ of an Indonesian shipping line, to play gamelan
music, and their concerts drew thousands of visitors.” Then other gamelan ensembles toured



Europe and America after World War II. From the 1950s onwards, gamelan ensembles
flourished in museums and the musicology departments of American and European
universities to such an extent that a new genre of non-Indonesian gamelan music emerged and
the purchase of historic gamelans, particularly by American institutions, was described in 1971
by R.M. Wasisto Surjodiningrat, author of Gamelan Dance and Wayang in Jogjakarta, as a
competition. “We have to be proud that the appreciation of the outside world for our gamelan
music is increasing”, he wrote. “On the other hand we are afraid that this will lead to the loss of
our most cherished heritage for the prize of a mere couple of thousand dollars.”The first of the
virtual explorers witnessed a gamelan performance in a similar spirit, in exactly the city and
within a few years of the moment in which Huysmans’ Des Esseintes was discovering the
advantages of armchair travel.Claude Debussy’s father had plans for his son to become a
sailor but Claude, at the age of eight, was described by his sister as spending “whole days
sitting on a chair thinking, no one knew of what”. This dedication to a life in the imagination was
underlined by a letter to another French composer, André Messager, in which Debussy wrote:
“I have endless memories which are worth more than reality.” In 1888 Debussy visited Bayreuth
to hear Richard Wagner’s Parsifal and The Mastersingers; the following year he went again,
this time to hear Tristan and Isolde. Still under the spell of Wagner’s German romanticism, he
visited the Paris Exposition Universelle, a colonial exhibition held in 1889 to commemorate the
centenary of the French Revolution. He heard performances of music and dance-dramas from
Japan, Cambodia, Vietnam and Java. A drawing by René Lacker shows us the Javanese
group. Five musicians sit crosslegged in front of a fence-like structure made from bamboo. One
plays a suling flute, one plays the bowed rebab, in the centre is a man poised with his mallet to
strike a small, flat-key metallophone (perhaps a saron or slentem, the instruments which play
the melodic theme of the music); at one end of the semi-circle a kendang drummer plays
barehanded, and at the other sits a rather dazed-looking player of a bonang, a tuned
metallophone of upturned bronze kettles which elaborates on the central melody in muted
tones.None of the instruments looks particularly ornate and the group is small, though Lacker
may have been sketching in haste. The musicians seem to be in a state of semi-concentration,
yet all of them show signs, some furtive, some direct, of watching their watchers. According to
one of Debussy’s biographers, Edward Lockspeiser, the musicians accompanied bedaya
dancers, a performance which somebody compared with Wagner’s flower maidens in Parsifal.
Never mind the inappropriate comparison; if this is accurate, then Debussy was fortunate. The
bedaya (also bedhaya, or bedoyo) dances – Bedaya Semang and Bedaya Ketawang – are
sacred, ancient and very beautiful court dances from Jogjakarta and Surakata. Bedaya
Semang, the story of a sultan who goes to live with an unearthly queen in her palace at the
bottom of the sea, is said to have been created at the end of the eighteenth century; Ketawang,
regarded as a sacred heirloom, may date as far back as the reign of Sultan Agung in the first
half of the seventeenth century and, according to Wasisto Surjodiningrat, was danced
exclusively within Jogjakarta palace walls until 1918. Performed by nine female dancers who
are prone to collapse from the strain of their costume preparations, Bedaya Ketawang has a
similar theme to Bedaya Semang: Sultan Agung sees a performance in the underwater palace
of the goddess of the South Sea and converts his inspiration into a terrestrial dance.There are
other, less sacred bedaya dances, and perhaps the importation of one of these to nineteenth-
century Paris is more likely. But all bedaya music and dances are performed with the slow,
eerie grace of a loris and, to my knowledge, all are based around watery themes. In the mid-
eighteenth century, the first sultan of Jogjakarta built a water castle of artificial lakes, tropical
gardens and ornate architecture called Taman Sari. Surely this background detail was



unknown in 1889, yet how significant it turned out to be for Debussy, who composed liquid
works such La mer, Reflets dans l’eau, Jardins sous la pluie and Poissons d’or only a few
years after his experience at the exposition.Psychologically, these Javanese myths, along with
the music itself, suggest an emergence of dreams and unconscious desire into the tangible
world of consensus reality, the feminine other dredged up into a domain of masculine logic and
action. The compulsive, almost occult attraction of liquidity, the floating world, the ungraspable
emergence of reflections, sunlight on ripples, waveforms, the abyssal darkness down (or up)
there, was characteristic of fin de siècle Europe, just as it is now on a global scale. Debussy
found himself in sympathy with the French symbolist writers – Mallarmé, Valéry, Rimbaud,
Huys-mans, Verlaine and Victor Segalan – as well as being influenced by the Egyptian craze
that followed Napoleon’s Egyptian expedition, the Japanese woodcuts of Hokusai and, briefly,
the Pre-Raphaelites and Russian exoticists – Mussorgsky, Borodin, who was inspired by
reading an account of Japanese tortures, and Rimsky-Korsakov the fantasist who inflated
folktales into epics.Debussy was open to a world of sound beyond rules and convention. As a
successful but rebellious composition student in 1883, he shocked members of another class
at the Conservatoire by playing a pianistic impression, full of strange and unresolved chords, of
buses travelling along the Faubourg Poissonière. Harmony and counterpoint existed to be
ignored according to whim and intuition. His reaction to the music he heard at the exposition
was interesting, being couched in terms which appear respectful, curious, even slightly over-
awed (although he did write about “charming little peoples who learned music as simply as one
learns to breathe”). He was affected profoundly by the simplicity and emotional power of a
Vietnamese (or Annamite, as it was known then) dance-drama. His famous comparison of
Javanese with Palestrina’s counterpoint came twenty-four years later, when he wrote about the
exposition experience to his friend, the poet and author Pierre Louys. Along with Aphrodite, a
“classic” of Orientalist soft pornography crammed with masturbation, sexual violence,
erotogenic philtres, lesbian flute players, paedophilia and fake antiquity, Louys wrote Chanson
de Bilitis, a pseudo-Greek literary hoax which was set to music by Debussy and performed at
the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1900. Louys also held intellectual salons, and Debussy held
forth on one of these occasions with a prophetic idea: “I would like to see, and I will succeed
myself in producing, music which is entirely free from ‘motifs’, or rather consisting of one
continuous ‘motif’ which nothing interrupts and which never turns back on itself.”Louys and
Debussy seemed to share similar dreams of a pagan cosmos of half-human flautists fucking in
forest glades. Debussy’s reverie was realised in his gorgeous Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune
and Syrinx, a flute solo composed in 1913 which depicted Pan justifiably lamenting the
transformation of his nymph lover into an aeolian reed flute. In Aphrodite, Louys describes a
garden temple of pleasure, populated by 1400 exotic prostitutes from all over Asia, Africa and
primitive Europe. Women from the most remote regions are portrayed as “tiny, slow-moving
creatures whose language no one knew and who looked like yellow monkeys … all their lives
these girls remained as shy as stray animals”. Others live like “a flock of sheep” or “only
coupled in animal posture”. The scene suggests a zoo, a sexual menagerie, perhaps an
exposition.The Paris expositions were enormously influential. Not only did they introduce many
forms of unknown culture and crafts to Europe, they were also a showcase for contemporary
work created closer to home. At the 1889 exposition, Rimsky-Korsakov conducted a number of
Russian works; to celebrate the exposition of 1900 a number of composers, Erik Satie among
them, were allotted a few pages for posterity in huge, leatherbound albums of officially
recognised art. A physician named Félix-Louis Regnault, a pioneer of ethnographic
documentary, made a film of a Wolof woman making pots at the Exposition Ethnographique de



l’Afrique Occidentale in 1895, the same year that the Lumières publicly demonstrated
cinématographe films of steam trains and crying babies for the first time. Commercial cinema
was born, the armchair traveller was up and lounging, the virtual traveller was seeded and
already visible as a tiny dot on the far horizon.In A Theory of Expositions, Umberto Eco
describes collection and assemblage throughout history as a representation of “apocalyptic
insecurity and hope for the future”. “It was only with the expositions of the nineteenth century”,
he continues, “that the marvels of the year 2000 began to be announced. And it is only with
Disneyland and Disney World that concern with the space age is combined with nostalgia for a
fairytale past.” These expositions were models of the shopping mall, as well as being the
precursors of themed entertainments, trade shows, post-Woodstock rock festivals and the kind
of fast-foods-of-the-world “grazing” restaurant clusters that can be found in Miami malls. In
Paris, world cultures were laid out in a kind of forged map as choice fruits of empire, living
proof of conquest and self-aggrandisement in the face of imminent decline.Edward Said
performed a comprehensive demolition job on the West’s obsessive appropriation of the East
in Orientalism. “Every European traveller or resident in the Orient has had to protect himself
from its unsettling influences”, he wrote. Sex was particularly unsettling for the nineteenth-
century Europeans, he added. “But there were other sorts of threats than sex. All of them wore
away the European discreteness and rationality of time, space and personal identity.” All of that
sounds like a welcome effect. Debussy’s admiration for the “unsettling influences” of
Vietnamese drama or Javanese percussion and counterpoint, despite being locked in colonial
realities, was a catalyst for his break from the powerful influence of Wagner and, by extension,
Wagner’s sinister enthusiasm for the master-race theories of Houston Stewart Chamberlain
and Arthur de Gobineau.Strolling through the 1889 exposition, Debussy, the stay-at-home,
drifted into unknown sound zones, discovering answers to impulses which had already
percolated through his European skin. At the mid point of the twentieth century his legacy may
have been more prevalent in overblown feature-film scores than in the cerebral experimental
music of that time, but near the end of the millennium his open, intuitive, impressionistic
soundworld seems once more inspirational.Increasing numbers of musicians are creating
works which grasp at the transparency of water, seek to track the journeys of telematic
nomads, bottle moods and atmospheres, rub out chaos and noise pollution with quiet,
concentrate on sonic microcosms, absorb quotations and digital snapshots of sound into
themselves, avoid form in favour of impression, concoct synthetic wilderness in urban
laboratories, explore a restricted sound range or single technological process over long
durations, seek to effect physiological change rather than pursue intellectual rigour, or depict
impossible, imaginary environments of beauty or terror. Music that aspires to the condition of
perfume, music that searches for new relationships between maker and listener, maker and
machine, sound and context. Music that leads the listener into a shifting zone which Peter
Lamborne Wilson has described as the “sacred drift”, a mode of imaginal travel “in which the
landscape will once again be invested with meaning, or rather with a liberatory
aesthetics”.Various forms of this music have been called, with varying levels of
appropriateness, ambient, environmental, deep listening, ambient techno, ambient dub,
electronica, electronic listening music, isolationist, post-industrial ambient, space music,
beautiful music, sound art, sound design, electronic music without beats, brainwave music,
picture music, ambient jungle, steady state music, holy minimalism, Fourth World, New Age,
chill out, or, the useless one to cap them all, new music. But no genre category adds up to
much more than media shorthand or a marketing ploy. Open music might be a more useful
catch-all name for what I am talking about, except for the fact that a proportion of this music,



sometimes a high proportion, is vacuum sealed, zipped up in a droning Om-zone of discarnate
reverie resistant to intervention and crackling quietly at the back of the freezer.Besides Claude
Debussy and the bedaya musicians of Java, where did so-called ambient music and all its
bedfellows come from? What follows in this book is more a personal nomadic drift than a
detached chronological history. This drift will trace a web of sources. In my biased opinion,
compromised by first-hand involvement, these are the sources that have led to a musical
environment which is, despite my reservations, a hydra of creative potentials for now and the
next century. There are other sources, but those are other books.2if you find earth boring …
travels in the outer imagination with Sun RaEverybody in the hotel lounge is sleeping;
everybody except me. Over there in the armchair is Marshall Allen, saxophonist, flautist, oboist
and performer on the self-invented morrow (as in to-), and sitting here in front of me, serene in
repose, orange-dyed beard, dressed in a long robe decorated with star shapes and dots of
distant galaxies, is Sun Ra. A quiet young man, hair matted into dreadlocks, gently touches
him on the shoulder. His eyes open. “I am listening”, he says. Space vibrations have been
keeping Sun Ra awake for the past month. “The frequency moves so fast”, he complains.Ra
had been listening to space vibrations and painting his musical pictures of infinity for at least
thirty-five years. Sun Ra was probably seventy-six when I met him. That same year, he suffered
a stroke; refusing to allow the fire of vision inside him to be quenched, he played concerts while
sitting in a wheelchair. Finally, he passed on to other galaxies in 1993. His life had never been
easy, either in terms of financial reward, critical support or the rigours of maintaining a large
touring Arkestra, complete with otherworldly costumes and personnel, for decades after the big
bands were supposed to have died.His first UK performance with the Intergalactic Research
Arkestra, held in the Queen Elizabeth Hall in 1970, was one of the most spectacular concerts
ever held in this country. Not spectacular so much in terms of effects, which were low on
budget but high on strange atmosphere; spectacular in terms of presenting a complete world
view, so occult, so other, to all of us in the audience that the only possible responses were
outright dismissal or complete intuitive empathy with a man who had chosen to discard all the
possibilities of a normal life, even a normal jazz life, in favour of an unremitting alien identity.
Fire eaters, a golden-robed dancer carrying a sun symbol, tornadoes of percussion, eerie cello
glissandi, ferocious blasts and tendrils of electronic sound from Sun Ra on Farfisa organ and
Moog synthesiser, futuristic lyrics of the advertising age sung by June Tyson – “If you find earth
boring, just the same old same thing, come on sign up for Outer Spaceways Incorporated” –
saxophone riffs repeated over and over by Pat Patrick and Danny Thompson as they moved
down the seating aisles towards the stage while John Gilmore shredded and blistered a ribbon
of multiphonics from his tenor, film images of Africa and outer space … As depictions of
archaic futures, shamanistic theatre, images of divined worlds, these devices of cumulative
sensory overload were regarded at the time as distractions from the music. But those who
concentrated solely on the music ignored Ra’s role as a political messenger. As with everything
else in his life, the formation of his first band in Chicago was an event surrounded by deliberate
mystification. A photograph exists, dated circa 1956, which shows a group called Sun Ra and
His Men, smiling for the camera, all dressed conventionally in dark suits and striped ties.
Marshall Allen had arrived in Chicago in 1952, 1953, he can’t remember precisely when. He
and a drummer went looking for Sun Ra’s band. “When they played jobs,” Marshall tells me,
“they always had somethin’ different, something original on, somethin’, a hat …” He joined the
band and started looking original himself. “It didn’t bother me. I had to get used to that. It was
the music, see, that music that I couldn’t just, ahh, flow with. But I said, I spent all this time
lookin’. This must be it. It was good for me. Gave me some discipline.” He chuckles, as if to say



that discipline was not his strong point at that juncture.Already, the song titles reflected Ra’s
philosophy: “Tapestry From An Asteroid”, “Lullaby For Realville”, “Kingdom of Not”. “I’ve done it
all along”, Ra says, “but secretly. I used to compose some songs every day for the Creator. Just
for the Creator, not for the public. I did that for years, then some got away. It got out of hand, it
got to the people and people started listening. That was it.” Bang, a fist on the table. “I had no
pre-conceived notion, just playing sounds. It was fantastic. We was playing in the Grand
Terrace, got the bandstand, got steps on the side for the chorus girls to come out. They didn’t
much approve of what I was doing.”He continues with a strange story about being kidnapped in
Berlin many years later. “I was gone for about an hour and the band looked for me everywhere.
We went through the Berlin Wall. Then they asked me questions about space, what kind of fuel
on the ships? Then they came back to the hotel, they televised me, and again, asked me about
space travel. Then I told them that there would come a day when you wouldn’t have to use
gasoline. You’d simply take a cassette and put it in your car, let it run. You’d have to have the
proper type of music. Like you take two sticks, put ’em together, make fire. You take some
notes and rub ’em together – dum, dum, dum, dum – fire, cosmic fire.”Ra’s science-fiction
sound paintings of alternative destiny could be linked historically with the percussive blocks of
sounds composed into dark, mythic shapes by Edgard Varèse, or the jazz composing/
arranging of Tadd Dameron and Duke Ellington, particularly Dameron on Fontainebleau and
Ellington’s wonderful “jungle” band of the late 1920s. Sun Ra acknowledges the beauty of
pieces such as “Prelude To A Kiss” and “Day Dream” but claims that Ellington’s musicians were
not right for him. Revealingly, the judgement is based on social difficulties within Ellington’s
orchestra, rather than the musicians’ undoubted playing abilities. Sun Ra valued his
responsibilities as a guru, a benign cult leader, more than he valued musical virtuosity.The
earliest of Ra’s recordings are marked by a strong sense of his first steps towards an artistic
rebirth, a shamanistic transformation of himself as the central force in a bizarre and virtually
self-contained universe. For this reason, he resisted all temptations to reveal his early life in
any detail. By spurning the undermining, sacrilegious effects of biographical archaeology and
its fugitive fame, he could better maintain the sacred integrity of his magical universe. Was he
born on Saturn or in Birmingham, Alabama? critics would ask. Perhaps Alabama was a
stranger place than Saturn in 1914. As we talk he slips out tantalising morsels: “Comic books
was telling about all kinds of inventions that they’d done today. I used to read them all the time.
I go by the Bible in a lot of things. It says God takes foolish things to dumbfound the world. So I
consider comic books as foolish things so I read all the comic books. Sure enough, they wrote
about the first atomic bomb in a comic book, TV wristwatch, all these things in the comic books
were happening.”We walk slowly from the restaurant to the hotel, Sun Ra telling me about an
important meeting in Turkey. He and the Arkestra had performed in Moscow, invited to
celebrate the space flight of Yuri Gagarin. Following a concert in Turkey, a group of teenagers
handed him a typed manuscript. “I’ve been talking about space all along”, he said as we
dodged puddles. “Compositions talking about space, following, you might say, intuition. Talking
about things that are totally impossible but still holding to it that it’s true. It’s just like being a
scientist. People think, ‘Impossible, couldn’t happen’. Now I’m talking even more impossible
things.” Walking with the assistance of a stick, he pulls some papers out of a plastic carrier bag,
dropping some on the wet pavement. Mindful of the fact that these may save the planet, we
scrabble to save them from the wind. “I found this proof in Turkey. It’s more fantastic than
science fiction.” My assessment may be biased, since I can only judge the contents from Sun
Ra’s fragmentary description of the contents, but from what he passes on to me, the general
drift of this channelled wisdom is classic science fiction: superior alien beings wish to raise the



consciousness of humans because the mess we are making is threatening the balance of the
cosmos, so they transmit secret knowledge to a place where the vibrations are right.America,
particularly America, is dotted with eccentrics, psychedelic visionaries, conspiracy theorists
and isolated crackpots who ordain themselves as spiritual leaders of mail-order churches,
pouring out philosophy on energy streams of lunacy channelled direct from passing UFOs,
predicting the end of the world, a return of the Golden Age. How was Sun Ra different? Partly
because of his humorous self-awareness. Ra claimed in one of his drily catchy songs that the
end of the world had already been and gone, so he knew how to play with the rules of the
apocalypse business. In other respects, he matched the profile – a folk prophet who collaged
self-taught knowledge into a crazy patchwork of profound wisdom, hokum and glossolalia. The
music embraced similar contradictions – one moment on Saturn, the next moment back down
on earth in a Chicago burlesque club. This irrational divergence was baffling to European
intellectual mystic composers such as Karlheinz Stock-hausen. “It was so highly powered”,
Stockhausen enthused to Melody Maker in 1971 after seeing Sun Ra perform. “I tell you, this
first 20 minutes was first-class avant-garde experimental music that you can’t put in any box. It
was incredibly asymmetric! … But after this piece came some saloon wishy-washy music. I
didn’t like it at all. Sort of cheap, movie music.”
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Michael Fremer, “An Essential Book for Ambient Music Lovers and Beyond. Like ambient music
itself, this book is an immersive read.”
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DutchBreeze, “Great thought provoking material. I love David Toop and any work he's involved
in. From music to academic writing, this guy knows his stuff. He's very well versed in music
and has done his research thoroughly you can tell.. He has a unique way of explaining sound
and its magic, definitely grab any books he's written on the subject of sound.”

T. Dill, “First rate. Hard to imagine better music criticism than this. Supremely informed, lithe,
surprising and always rewarding writing.”

j f, “Great book!. Highly recommended!”

Artist, “Good Book.. Interesting perspective.”

Gene B, “Nice overview of music that falls thru the cracks-great chapter .... Nice overview of
music that falls thru thecracks-great chapter on the Ambient scene inEngland in the nineties.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brilliant survey of electronic music. What an astonishing book. David
Toop’s restless agility takes the reader on an amazing journey down winding paths and
switchbacks. So much more than a survey of electronic music. The author delights in sharing
personal and considered insights in a book that explores the political, sociological and
psychological avenues that explain great artists and music creations. You don’t hvr to be as
clever as Toop to enjoy this book but you will feel cleverer after reading. Hugely informative,
thought provoking and inspiring. A great read and one of the best music books of recent times.”

Neil Morris, “Not an easy read. My music teacher recommended this book but I didn't get on
with it so much.The book covers a lot of ground and if you don't already know your music and
music history you won't learn much. David uses words [I think] to reflect how music makes him
feel. He doesn't describe the music or explain what he's doing or where he's going so if you
don't pick up on it (or agree) it's all going to be rather garbled. Sometimes full stops are for
other people.I felt David says a lot without telling you anything, explaining anything or justifying
anything. And when an author says, 'The first time I met ...,' you know he's showing off. He's
clearly well read, uses a lot of quotes but for me the book didn't hang together into a digestible
whole.”

RobMo, “skip the first couple of tracks. the first couple of chapters really do act as a barrier to
what ends up being a thoroughly engaging read.”

Dave, “Wrights, writing, Redington. Really great book, a delight to read, swooping narrative,
with sherry vignettes, and curry overtones”

Russell J. Weston, “I love this book. I love this book. I bought it many years ago when I was
living in London, but somewhere along the line, loaned it out & never got it back.I read it not
just for the information, but for the ambience of the writing itself. I feel the writer captures much
of what I love about "ambient" music, in words - no easy task.For anyone looking for a place to
start exploring this ever-morphing and expanding genre, I would highly recommend this book.
It's one of the most interesting & enjoyable books about music that I have ever read.”

The book by David Toop has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 160 people have provided feedback.
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